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ABSTRACT
The promise of on-body interactions has led to widespread devel-
opment of wearable displays. They manifest themselves in highly
variable shapes and form, and are realized using technologies with
fundamentally different properties. Through an extensive survey
of the field of wearable displays, we characterize existing systems
based on key qualities of displays and wearables, such as location
on the body, intended viewers or audience, and the information
density of rendered content. We present the results of this analysis
in an open, web-based interactive design space that supports explo-
ration and refinement along various parameters. The design space,
which currently encapsulates 129 cases of wearable displays, aims
to inform researchers and practitioners on existing solutions and
designs, and enable the identification of gaps and opportunities for
novel research and applications. Further, it seeks to provide them
with a thinking tool to deliberate on how the displayed content
should be adapted based on key design parameters. Through this
work, we aim to facilitate progress in wearable displays, informed
by existing solutions, by providing researchers with an interactive
platform for discovery and reflection.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Displays and imagers; Ubiqui-
tous and mobile computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
On-body interactions have been of great interest to the research
community and industry for a long time, resulting in sophisticated
solutions that either take advantage of the body as an interactive
surface [58, 155], make clothing interactive [78, 119], or integrate
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Figure 1: This paper presents a taxonomy for wearable dis-
plays, and an interactive design space. The web-based tool
supports exploration through an interactive visualization
and categorical filters.

computational power within wearable accessories. In many cases,
input technologies and interactions have been direct adaptations
of concepts from the desktop and mobile computers to the textile
and wearable context. The output direction, i.e., incorporating light-
emitting displays into the wearable ecosystem is more challenging.
The resolution of LED-based displays is limited, especially when in-
tegrated in textile, because of manufacturing characteristics such as
the minimal distance between two conductive threads. There have
been attempts to integrate flexible displays into wearables, such
as a complete dress capable of altering its visual appearance [36],
but the garment is still far from normal clothing in terms of flexi-
bility, breathability, fashionabilty, or washability [46, 89]. Turning
fabric into a display itself is the ultimate goal, and while functional
prototypes exist, their manufacturing is still a complex process
[152]. Nevertheless, a multitude of wearable display prototypes and
technologies have emerged over the last decades, ranging from
simple LEDs to high-resolution output. Work on wearable displays
crosses the boundaries between makers, researchers, and chemical
and electronics industry, which makes it difficult to quickly get an
overview of the field.

Design spaces, surveys, and taxonomies in HCI provide a valu-
able method for synthesising knowledge, summarising key find-
ings, highlighting challenges, and identifying opportunities. They
have been used previously to, for example, systematically anal-
yse input devices [18], study specific interaction modalities [13],
and to study the application of specific methods [116]. In this
paper, we survey various sources for wearable and textile dis-
plays and place them into a design space based on dimensions
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of technical integration, wearability, placement on body, and target
audience. We scope our survey to two-dimensional pixel-based
displays, and refer the readers to previous literature for a sur-
vey of shape-changing displays [126]. We discuss different cat-
egories of information or data typically displayed on wearable
displays, and provide illustrative examples. The result of this classi-
fication is a web-based interactive design space, freely accessible at:
https://florianheller.github.io/displaydesignspace . One of the key
objectives of our design space is to provide researchers and practi-
tioners with an overarching view of existing projects. To this end,
our web platform positions the surveyed works onto appropriate lo-
cations on an interactive body silhouette, and lists them in entirety
in a table. Further, we aim to facilitate fine-grained and refined ex-
ploration through filters for all the dimensions of the classification.
The second objective of our work is to provide researchers and
designers with a tool for generating ideas and new solutions. As
such, our design space can enable discovery by highlighting blind
spots (currently unexplored areas), and by pointing out possibil-
ities for transfer of knowledge between dimensions. Finally, we
believe that the design space can be used as a problem-solving tool
while designing or adapting content for wearable displays. It can
provide researchers and practitioners with hints on how to adapt
their content for different categories, or it could be applied towards
developing automated approaches for cross-display applications,
to adapt content based on context of use.

2 DISPLAY TECHNOLOGIES: AN OVERVIEW
To create wearable visual output, a multitude of technologies are
available, ranging from off-the-shelf components to high-end ma-
terials only available in chemistry labs. Here, we provide a brief
overview of commonly-used technologies, and discuss their use in
the wearable domain.

Display technologies can be broken down into two categories:
1) ones that emit light on their own, e.g., LEDs, Electrolumines-
cent dyes, OLED; and 2) those that alter how light is reflected
or let through, e.g., thermochromic and electrochromic inks, elec-
trophoretic (E Ink) displays.

Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are easily sourceable compo-
nents and, therefore, a popular form to create wearable displays.
Toolkits like Adafruit Flora [1] or Lillypad provide easy to connect
LED modules in various colors. However, with increasing number,
addressing and connecting individual LEDs becomes problematic
in a textile context, e.g., because the minimal distance between
two lines of conductive yarn is substantially larger than on normal,
rigid or flexible circuit boards. To increase the density of LED ar-
rays, these need to be placed on fixed or flexible PCB substrates,
which reduces their wearability. Instead of using LEDs as point
light sources, their output can be redirected using optical fibers [9]
and diffusors. Placing LEDs on a garment also often happens in
a more organic fashion than in electronics design, which raises
the issue of calibration in order to control what is shown on the
display [24].

Liquid crystal displays (LCDs) aremost common in non-wearable
systems, ranging from single distinct elements that can be enabled
or disables, up to high-resolution computer screens. With the excep-
tion of OLED LCDs, they do not emit any light, but instead, need a
backlight to be readable under low environmental light conditions.

Electroluminscent (EL) coatings can be applied directly onto
textile materials [30, 169], reducing the impact on wearability [22].
By applying an alternating electric field, this coating lights up in a
specific color, determined by the chemical composition of the dye.
EL light sources have a low power consumption and fast reaction
times, but can only emit a single color. Furthermore, because of the
AC fields, wiring is more complex than with LEDs which can share
a common ground wire. Nevertheless, EL displays can be created
with simple techniques like screen printing [31].

The remaining technologies all do not emit light on their own,
but either selectively cover a background light source (transmissive),
or change how incoming light is reflected (reflective).

Electrochromic (EC) inks, e.g., the commercially available yn-
visible ink [65], change their optical properties when an electric
current is applied [50]. For example, if applied to a transparent
substrate, the display can switch between a transparent and a blue
state. The color depends on the chemical composition of the ink,
and can be tweaked such that a stack of EC-displays results in a
full-color displays [83]. With no power applied in the colored state,
the EC display takes several hours to return to its bleached state.
As the substrate can be flexible, the technology is well-suited for
wearable applications [108].

Thermochromic inks react to temperature changes with a
change in color. By carefully mixing the dyes and precisely control-
ling temperature, several colors can be created on a single element
[156]. Thermochromic displays are the slowest in our examples
[34], especially when worn close to the body. Producing the heat
necessary to change the display state requires time as fast tempera-
ture changes on the skin can lead to a sensation similar to touching
a hot surface [166]. Cooling down to return to the initial state takes
a variable amount of time depending on the environment and place-
ment of the display. As a result, these displays can be used to render
semi-persistent content, where slow refresh rates are not a concern.

Electrophoretic displays, also known as E Ink displays, con-
sist of microcapsules filled with inversely charged black and white
particles, which move up or down in the capsule when an electro-
magnetic field is applied [6]. The refresh rate of electrophoretic
displays depends on the amount of content that needs to be up-
dated, with an average refresh rate of around 10 frames per second
[121]. While colored versions exists, these do not come on a flexible
substrate, making them less suitable for wearable applications.

3 WEARABLE DISPLAYS DESIGN SPACE
Wearable displays are available in various forms and shapes, ranging
from available, robust end-user products to fragile proof-of-concept
prototypes. Several design spaces have been proposed to structure
and analyze the work in this area [135, 136, 160]. Schneegass et al.
proposed design spaces which consider various output and input
modalities [136] and detailed implementation aspects such as screen
resolution or their level of integration into the textile context [135].
Wang et al. [160] formulate a design space that integrates placement,
form factor, interaction modality, and possible sensor signals. This
design space was used to motivate a model for technology transfer
and market readiness. These existing design spaces, however, have
not been used to classify a number of existing projects.

As for on-body interaction, only the forearm is considered a suit-
able placement for both, touch input and visual output [123, 135].
We, therefore, argue that it is relevant to look at the output aspect
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individually. In this paper we focus on wearable displays, i.e. light-
based displays that are to be worn on the body. We deliberately did
not consider shape changing displays (e.g., [107]) although most
of the dimensions we defined are applicable to this type of display.
The reason for this exclusion is that shape changing displays can
both alter the visual appearance of the fabric or communicate with
the user haptically by changing the tactile impression of the fabric.
A complete picture would require including other haptic modalities
such as temperature or vibration, which would go beyond the cur-
rent scope of this survey. A detailed overview on shape changing
displays can be found in the survey and design space by Rasmussen
et al. [126].

Even though we restrict the scope as described above, the field
of wearable displays covers a wide range of technologies, from
high-fidelity smartwatches and AR-glasses to simple LEDs sewn
into clothing or fitness bands. We, therefore, opted for a broader
classification as this eases the creation of an overview and is more
tolerant regarding unusual technologies or implementation. Our
design space classifies wearable displays based on two overarching
aspects:

(1) On-body placement: In contrast to common screen-based
output, such as monitors, public displays, and smartphones,
the placement of wearable displays greatly influences their
physical properties, interactions afforded, and other require-
ments. Our design space categorises different types of wear-
able displays (e.g. clothing, accessory, on-body), and their
location on the body to provide a better understanding (sec-
tion 4).

(2) Display content: Visual attributes of the content widely
vary among wearable displays. We categorise content based
on technical properties of the display, such as temporal as-
pects and information density, and by the intended audience
(section 5).

Figure 2 provides an overview of our resulting design space, with
details regarding each of the included categories.

Wearable Displays Database
To populate our interactive design space with a variety of existing
wearable displays, we used an approach similar to [137].

We started our search by performing a query for “wearable dis-
play” in the ACM digital library (dl.acm.org) and exporting the
results to a BibTeX file which resulted in 2041 entries. We removed
108 publications containing the work “haptic”, 48 containing “tac-
tile”, 8 containing “olfactory” and 9 “force”-displays, leaving 1815
publications in the database. We then cleared duplicates and filtered
the collection for entries that contained both the work “wearable”
and “display”, which resulted in 144 entries.

To achieve a broader coverage, we performed a series of queries
in DBPL (dblp.uni-trier.de). A search for “wearable display” returned
185 entries, “textile display” returned 19 entries, “on-skin display”
returned 10 entries, “on-body display” returned 12 publications,
while no entry was found for “body-worn display”. As above, we
removed entries for the words “haptic”, “tactile”, “olfactory”, and
“force” leading to a list of 150 publications.

Aftermerging all results and clearing duplicate results, we started
our classification process with 236 publications.

We downloaded the abstracts for these entries and removed
those that did not fit the scope of our literature survey wich lies on
collecting a large variety of wearable displays, ranging from pro-
totypes to commercially available products. While head-mounted
displays (HMDs), smart glasses and smart watches are wearable
displays matching our definition, we did not include papers that
presented a specific application or interaction technique for these,
e.g., item selection, synchronization, and data sharing. We also did
not include purely technical contributions that improve existing
display types, e.g., that solely focus on power management or color
reproduction.

For the remaining 79 entries, we downloaded the papers and
classified them in our design space. While going through the papers,
we found additional references that did not match our initial search
terms, which we added to the corpus. The field of textile electronics
is addressed not only by the research community, but also highly
popular within the maker community. To get a complete coverage
of existing systems, we included Instructables [66] as a data source,
and explored all projects dealing with wearable displays. A search
for “wearable display” on Thingiverse did not return any result.
Finally, we completed the dataset by going through the proceedings
of wearable and HCI themed conferences such as CHI, ISWC, UIST.

Overall, we accumulated a body of 129 wearable display sys-
tems which we classified along the dimensions of our design space
(Figure 3).

4 ON-BODY PLACEMENT
The surface of the human body is quite unlike a desk, a wall, or
any other flat planar surface where displays are typically placed.
Wearable displays have exploited this property to present a wide
range of possibilities and innovations. As such, there are three main
techniques commonly used for placing wearable displays on the
body:

(1) Accessories are items such as eyewear, headwear, watches
& bracelets, chains & necklaces, handbags, belts & straps,
brooches, rings & earrings, or shoes.

(2) Clothing can be sub-categorized into shirts or tops, jackets
& suits, notions (i.e., buttons and zippers), pants & skirts,
dresses, or underwear.

(3) Skin & Body can also be used as surface onto which displays
are directly applied.

For each of these, the exact location on the body can vary. As
location influences reachability, the placement of a display on the
body determines whether input can potentially be co-located with
the display. Location also has a direct impact on the visibility [57]
which affects its potential use for peripheral notifications. The lo-
cation on the body also signals whether the displayed content is
intended for wearers themselves, or whether it is a means of com-
munication with the surrounding environment, or a combination of
both. For each of the placement techniques, we further categorise
placement of displays based on their location on the body.

4.1 Accessories
Accessories are typically worn as add-ons. They can serve aesthetic
or cosmetic purposes, or can provide additional functionality. With
81 of the systems we surveyed, this is the largest category.

http://dl.acm.org
https://dblp.uni-trier.de
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Figure 2: Our design space forwearable displays. Amain factor forwearable displays is their placement on the body. In addition,
they can be characterized by content properties, such as the intended audience, temporal features, and information density.

Eyewear. Placing a wearable display in the direct field of view
ensures high visibility. A first implementation of the idea has been
demonstrated in the late 1960s [146], and has undergone many
iterations of miniaturization (see for example Steve Mann’s Eye-
Tap [100]) down to really wearable systems [104]. Smart glasses
lack the capability of tracking their environment, thus basically
just set a small screen right in front the eye which, through its
proximity to the eye, results in a large coverage of the field of view
([37, 49, 111, 138, 172]). Constant information display in direct sight,
however, might be distracting and disturbing, and is not necessary
for all purposes. Either the content on screen can be reduced to
a specific subset relevant for the application at hand ([41, 113]),
or abstracted and shown in the peripheral vision of the wearer
([23, 28, 95, 113]). In contrast to the previous example which are
worn over long periods of time, Loupe [96] is a small viewfinder-
like on-demand device that the user needs to place in front of the
eye to use.

Headwear. As a personal information display, headwear is simi-
lar to eyewear in the sense that it adds visual information in the
peripheral view of the user, but is mounted to a larger structure,
e.g., a helmet. Early prototypes of AR glasses would also fall into
this category, but only because of technical limitations as the vision
behind these was always to create miniaturized display glasses. Sim-
ilar to the glasses pushing the display into the wearers peripheral
vision, LEaD [149] is a low-resolution visual indicator for motorcy-
cle navigation which conveys the direction to take through a series
of LEDs placed at the top of the visor.

Headwear is also ideal to communicate with the environment.
Basic examples are helmets that add a brake light to (motor)cyclists’
outfits [12, 94] The prototype by Walmink et al. [158] shows the
rider’s heart rate at the back of the bicycle helmet to inform other
cyclists in a group about the well-being or fitness of the cyclist
in front of them. In a more abstract sense, the helmet by Mann et
al. visualizes the brain activity of its wearer [101]. A number of
projects project content onto the wearer [140] or the environment
[48, 59, 106, 133]. The latter creates a larger visualization surface,

but also makes the content inherently public. Displays can also
be integrated into accessories like helmets [157], hats, caps [26],
hoods, turbans, a hijab, or personal protective equipment [86]. Some
displays can be used to adjust the visual appearance to the current
outfit [33], or communicate information about the music the wearer
is listening [71], social connection between wearers [68], current
well-being [26], or the radiation the wearer is currently exposed
to [63].

Watches & Bracelets. The wrist is the most popular placement for
wearable displays, as it is easy to read and to reach for interaction.
Bracelets with a simple visualization are often used to increase the
awareness for personal behavior, e.g., physical activity or drinking
[15, 42–44] or in an inter-personal context as means for unobtrusive
communication [70, 79, 165] or group awareness [2, 165]. On the
commercial side, fitness trackers with aminimal visual interface like
the Nike+ FuelBand [109] or the Fitbit Flex [40] were highly popular
until smartwatches took included their functionality. The Tago Arc
bracelet [85] builds around a flexible electrophoretic display and
shows user-defined decorations fitting to the current outfit.

While popular smartwatches [4, 132] mostly contain a high-
resolution display, some concepts deliberately reduce the infor-
mation density on the watch. Again, not all purposes require a
high resolution [17]. Commercial products like the Withings Steel
HR [168] only extend an analogwatchwith aminimal display for ad-
ditional notifications. Building on the circular visualization pattern
of the analog watch, a ring of LEDs can also serve as visualization
for, e.g., environmental noise [142] or personal activity [171].

Even though modern smartwatches are equipped with high-
resolution displays, their screen real estate is still quite limited
compared to, e.g., smartphones. LED displays around the watch can
be useful extensions to ambiently show notifications while the main
watch display is off [10, 122]. The watch strap itself, while tradition-
ally an inactive part of the watch, is an interesting component to
augment with a display, as it allows to show content to the wearer
independently of her arm’s position [16]. This can be used to show
private content to the wearer only, while the watch’s main display
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is often visible for the environment [38]. With a display strap, the
watch can either stay in place and the content on screen be adapted
[80, 143] or include the rotation of the device around the arm as an
additional metaphor for interaction [97]. The main watch display
can also be extended in to a holographic representation, making it
easier to follow, e.g., navigation instructions [163]. The wearable
display can also be a companion to other wearable displays, either
to be able to keep track of content outside the field-of-view an
HMD can augment, or to make parts of an HMD view accessible to
others [124].

A second approach it to use a pico-projector instead of a display
that uses the lower arm as projection surface [21, 58, 170] which
creates a longitudinal interaction surface with a high resolution.
While these systems could also be considered an augmentation of
the lower arm, and thus be classified under Skin & Body, LumiWatch
[170] is clearly positioned as an interactive bracelet.

Jewelry. Integrating electronics in jewelry is challenging as the
space constraints are strick in order to keep it wearable [125].

Rings require the smallest footprint and therefore, communicate
with the outside world using a single LED [92, 127]. Chains & Neck-
laces are not as restricted in their size, and can therefore increase
the display size [110] or reach a higher information density [11, 72].
This can be used to show messages to the public with the intention
to start conversations [11, 72, 105]. While not directly in the user’s
field-of-view, a necklace using projection technology can create a
large visualization surface [103, 105].

Brooches are traditionally not flexible and, due to their size,
not subject to wearability requirements such as breathability. This
kind of accessory can, therefore, be created using traditional rigid
electronics. Due to their placement on the torso, they are typically
designed as a public display [39] or ornamental accessory [115].

Shoes. Displays integrated into shoes can serve an aesthetic
purpose by adapting their visual appearance to the current out-
fit [33, 139]. The Orphe One serves the special purpose of visually
supporting the performance of a dancer by automatically changing
colors [114]. The Wearable Aura [93] projects information around
the user’s feet based on individual connections that could serve as
conversation starters.

Displays in shoes can also target the wearer itself, and show
the overall physical activity level [73], or give information about a
runner’s current pace. [27]

Bags. Similar to the previous category, bags are also not sub-
ject to most wearability constraints, and even their flexibility can
be limited without affecting the bag’s functionality. The displays
are meant for public audience, revealing information about the
bag’s content [25], environmental sounds [68], or online social
identity [87].

Belts & Straps. The forearm and the upper thighs provide a large
support surface for interactive displays, which is commonly used by
straps and belts. Simple ones are basically bargraphs that visualize
heart rate [47] or the knee bending angle [3] for rehabilitation
exercises. The forearm is a popular choice for larger screen real
estate and additional interaction surface. This can either be for
standalone use [29, 60, 112, 173], as collaborative interaction space
for the wearer and another user [145], or a conjoint interaction

space for a larger display [153]. Some straps also go around the
hand [98], leaving more flexibility regarding placement than gloves.

Gloves. Gloves can offer a public display on the outside and a
private display on the inside of the hand, but the flexibility require-
ments for the latter to not hinder the normal movement are high,
making them fiction at this point [131]. The exposed placement of
the hands make it suitable for safety illumination like a turn signal
indicator [154].

4.2 Clothing
Clothing is a ubiquitous carrier for wearable technologies, as it
is nearly always available and can be shaped around the wear-
able’s function. However, it also poses hard requirements on the
hardware as for a seamless integration, the additional components
should have minimal influence on parameters such as wearability,
fashionability, and breathability [46, 89]. These requirements limit
the number of fully integrated wearable displays. Most of the sys-
tems are examples to introduce novices to the field of wearable
computing by connecting LEDs to a battery holder through con-
ductive thread. More complex examples are often build around the
LilyPad [88], which is well-suited for prototyping, but also adds
rigid elements to the supporting fabric. Despite these technical
challenges, a series of interesting systems have been implemented
and evaluated.

Shirts & tops. Displays integrated into shirts & Tops often com-
municate information about the wearer to its surroundings. This
can be used to create a sense of connection between people wearing
such shirts [120]. In a sports context, this can be health data [102]
or game related stats, such as personal fouls in Basketball [117], or
become part of the game action itself [19]. Such displays can also in-
form about the wearer’s wellbeing [52, 98], exposure to noise [129]
or polluted air [45] Two examples display content addressing the
wearer, e.g., for navigation purposes [135] or as an ambient display
to increase personal wellbeing [52, 54].

Jackets & Suits. As part of our clothing, jackets serve the purpose
of providing a temporal protective layer against external influences,
such as the weather. Therefore, they are well-suited for the in-
tegration of specialized functionality that is only relevant while
wearing the jacket. These can be safety features such as turn indica-
tors [14, 51], or light that turns on automatically in the dark [128] or
in response to rain [22]. Other systems integrate (electrophoretic)
displays into jackets & suits for personal adaptation and expres-
sion [20, 35, 128].

Buttons & Zippers. Notions such as buttons and zippers are
mostly of interest as means for reversible interconnection of wear-
able technology. Being exposed visual and tactile landmarks on the
garment, however, also makes them an ideal subject for interactive
features. Todi and Luyten proposed a design space of various input
and output possibilities for buttons [148], including small OLED
displays. Similarly, the 1-bit Textile electromagnetic display [84]
could be applied, e.g., to buttons and their respective holes.

Skirts. Skirts provide a large support surface to integrate displays,
but that space is usually only partially covered. Most project apply
a series of tiles [156] or lines, e.g., to visualize where North is [134],
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environmental parameters [5, 67], or rotational speed while ice-
skating [53].

Dresses. Like their very nature, dresses and displays integrated
into these have a strong emphasis on aesthetics. The display can
be used to make the dress stand out through light and anima-
tion [81, 82, 159]. An integrated display can also make a dress
more versatile and adapt it to various occasions by hiding or reveal-
ing, e.g, the back [69], or by changing its overall appearance [8, 36].
Some dresses also visualize information about the wearer, and in-
terestingly about the wearer’s wellbeing and stress level [130, 141],
which reverses the protective aspect and emphasizes the expressive
aspect of clothing.

4.3 Skin & Body
From an implementation perspective, integrating displays into
clothing is a reasonable choice, the fabric being an already exist-
ing support structure that is strong enough to carry the necessary
electronics. The skin itself, however, has been a surface for per-
sonal expression through tattoos for centuries, which motivates a
series of projects to add only a minimal layer of display technology
directly on the human body.

Skintillates [91] extends temporary paper tattoos with conduc-
tive traces to power LEDs that become part of the ornament. A
deeper integration of the display into aesthetics of the tattoo can be
achieved using thermochromic [76, 77, 161] or electroluminescent
materials [162, 164] which can change the visual appearance of
larger portions of the ornament. By using a projection onto the
user’s skin [55, 56, 58], it is possible to create high-resolution visual
output without the constrains of creating a flexible display

Displays based on biochemical reactions use chemicals that
change their color depending on the amount of UV-radiation or
CO2 it has been exposed to [75]. If applied subcutaneously, like a
permanent tattoo, such chemicals can also react to the amount of
certain elements in the wearer’s body [151], such as Glucose and
Sodium.

The human hair presents a large surface that can be used as
output surface. Fire [150] and HäirIÖ [34] both use thermochromic
ink to change the color of the hair while the latter also adds kinetics
by adding shape-memory-alloys (SMA) to form a single active braid.

Adding a high-resolution display to the fingernails can be used to
reduce the fat-finger problem by showing the content that is right
below the finger [144, 167]. Even with a limited information density
the fingernail can be used as an unobtrusive output surface [35].

Hoang et al. explore the potential of using the entire body as a
display surface, for example, to see through the skin and show the
inner anatomy [64]. This kind of application can actually be useful
in either the training or the performance of surgical procedures,
even with a lower information density [62].

5 DISPLAY CONTENT
As evident from the above survey, there is a wide range of existing
wearable displays, and they vary largely in terms of display prop-
erties, functions, and contents. The rendered content on wearable
displays is generally determined by (1) the intended viewer(s), (2)
temporal aspects of the display, and (3) information density. We
discuss these in further detail here.

5.1 Audience
The aspect of intended audience is important to consider in the
context of wearable displays. Depending on the placement, the
display might be easily visible to others while showing sensitive
content at the same time. The choice of placement, the choice of
visualization, and the display technology are all influenced by the
type of information that is to be shown by the display.

Some technologies can be used for all types of audiences, such
as the tattoo-based [75, 91, 151, 162] displays that can either be in a
publicly visible area such as the outer arm, but can also be placed at
a mostly concealed position, e.g., the inner arm or the inner wrist,
or an area that is mostly covered by clothing [112].

Public. Systems like the Orphe and ShiftWear sneakers [114,
139], the biking equipment[12, 14, 51, 94, 154, 158], the sport shirts
[102, 117], the eyelid display [77], or the dresses [69, 81, 82, 130, 141,
159] are clearly meant for a public audience given their placement
on the body. Other displays address the wearer, but are clearly
visible for the public as, e.g., the visual content is projected onto
the environment [55, 56, 87, 103, 105, 106, 133].

The same device can also show public and private content si-
multaneously if some areas of the hardware are concealed by their
position [16, 97] or by special technology such as retroreflective
material [145] or lenticular lenses.

Intermediate. If personal information is to be communicated
through a display that is publicly visible because it is physically
exposed, e.g., as a ring on the finger [127] or on the shoes [27],
an adequate mapping can conceal the meaning of the message.
The information is then only accessible to those knowing the map-
ping [38, 79].

An interesting aspect in this category is, whether the public can
infer the meaning behind the display, or if only the wearer has the
contextual knowledge to interpret the message. For systems that
quickly react on public parameters, e.g., environmental noise [67,
68, 129, 142] or imminent actions of the wearer [27, 53, 134], the
mapping might be easy to grasp for an observer.

Generally, every public display can be turned into an interme-
diate one by applying a concealing mapping to the information
shown, as exemplified in [38].

Private. Private displays are designed to show their content to
the wearer only, which in our survey, applies to all of the eye-
wear [23, 28, 37, 41, 49, 95, 96, 99, 111, 113, 146] and some of
the headwear [149]. A publicly visible display can, if applicable
from the form factor, show sensitive information by integrating a
mechanism that only shows content when the display is facing the
wearer [16, 97, 143].

5.2 Temporal Aspects
The various technologies also differ in two temporal aspects: the
time it takes to update content on the display, and the persistence
of the content on the display whenever power is cut. If we take
wearable displays that primarily serve the context of adjusting the
optical appearance of the garment when dressing, e.g., to match
other elements, the refresh rate is nearly irrelevant. In this scenario,
having a bi-stable, persistent display would dramatically reduce
power consumption and further reduce the amount of hardware to
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Technology Share
LED 34%
LCD 17%

Projection 12%
Thermochromic 12%
Electrophoretic 11%

Electroluminescent 6%
OLED 4%

Electrochromic 3%
Biochemical 1%

CRT 1%
Table 1: The various display technologies and how often
these are used in wearable displays.

be integrated [33]. Overall, a low power consumption is favorable
in a wearable context as batteries become increasingly unwearable
with size due to their weight and shape.

LEDs are the fastest with reaction times in the order of nanosec-
onds and the most popular technology from our survey but they re-
quire constant power supply to be illuminated. Using them in a per-
sistence of vision (POV) display makes the information ephemeral
in even two ways as it is additionally dependent on the wearer’s
movement [90]. Electroluminescent displays have similar charac-
teristics, but require additional hardware to create the high-voltage
high-frequency AC field. LCDs are fast and low-power, but require
a backlight in order to be visible under all conditions.

OLED coating might play a large role in the future, as it is light
emitting, low power, and only has minimal effect on wearability,
but this technology is still in an early stage [152].

Thermochromic displays [32, 34, 47, 52, 68, 71, 76, 77, 120, 141,
150, 156, 161] are the slowest in our comparison, especially when
worn close to the body. Cooling down to return to the initial state
takes a variable amount of time depending on the environment and
placement of the display, i.e., the amount of heat that can be ap-
plied or dissipate from the display. Producing the heat necessary to
change the display state requires time as fast temperature changes
on the skin can lead to a sensation similar to touching a hot surface
[166]. The transition temperature of the pigments is only slightly
below body temperature [34], which means that cooling down is
slower than heating it up. As a result, these displays can be used to
render semi-persistent content, where slow refresh rates are not a
concern.

Electrochromic displays [69, 70, 73, 129] require a noticeable
amount of time to change their state [108]. Their working principle
makes them a capacitor, which means that once they are charged to
reach their activated state, they will discharge over time and even-
tually return to their inactive state, but this can take a considerable
amount of time. For example, Ynvisible [65] specifies a persistence
in the active state of “several hours”.

Electrophoretic (E-ink) displays [16, 20, 33, 35, 60, 69, 73, 80,
84, 85, 115, 129, 139, 143, 147, 153] are truly bi-stable and only
require power when the display content is updated. This means
that the screen content remains unchanged, even if the display is
disconnected from the power source. The update rate depends on
the amount of content that needs to be updated, and can range from

0.1s to 1s [121]. Overall, only 11% of the 129 projects we evaluated
use persistent displays.

5.3 Information Density
Wearable displays cover a wide range of information that these can
potentially display: Some only consist of a few single LEDs while
others can show high-resolution graphical content. We quantified
the information density on a five-point scale. The first (lowest) level
contains displays that only have a low number (≤5) of light elements
that only switch between two states, i.e., single LEDs or a number of
LEDs that light up simultaneously. Elements do not need to be point
light sources, but can also be larger electroluminescent areas [22],
or LEDs attached to optical fibers [9]. The second contains projects
that still have a limited number of elements, but which can display a
larger number of states, e.g., RGB LEDs. At this point, it is important
to note that users might not be able to perceive the same number
of different states that the display is technically able to present
[17]. The third level is for larger arrays which can visualize single
digits, icons, or running text. The fourth is for LCD which can show
entire phrases, but no full graphical content. The highest level of
information density is provided by full graphical displays.

6 INTERACTIVE DESIGN SPACE
EXPLORATION

The web-based tool to explore the data is available at https://
florianheller.github.io/displaydesignspace and is updated automati-
cally whenever new data is committed to the repository. It allows
to filter and visualize the projects in the database along various
dimensions in order to find the elements of interest.

The data underlying this analysis is publicly available on Github1
and consists of a simple JSON-formatted file. In extension to our
design space, this database contains additional information such
as a link to the original publication, author information, the year
of publication, and the type of display technology that is used.
Given the wide variety of sources for wearable display prototypes,
aggregating the data is challenging and we acknowledge that our
project corpus is limited. We invite fellow researchers to contribute
to this explorable design space to complete it and keep it up-to-
date with future publications and projects. Github features such as
the issue tracker and pull requests can also serve as a discussion
platform in case a certain classification is challenged.

6.1 Use Cases
Given the existing classification and taking into account possible
future additions, we envision a number of use-cases for the web-
based tool and the raw underlying data.

6.1.1 Finding Examples for Specific Use-Cases. As wearable dis-
plays become more available, interface designers are evaluating the
use of additional interaction surfaces, for example in a professional
context [61]. The explorable design space allows the designer to
quickly search for examples of wearables that are placed at the
designated position and, ideally, matching the set requirements

1https://github.com/florianheller/displaydesignspace

https://florianheller.github.io/displaydesignspace
https://florianheller.github.io/displaydesignspace
https://github.com/florianheller/displaydesignspace
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6.1.1 Finding Examples for Specific Use-Cases. As wearable dis-
plays become more available, interface designers are evaluating the
use of additional interaction surfaces, for example in a professional
context [62]. The explorable design space allows the designer to
quickly search for examples of wearables that are placed at the

designated position and, ideally, matching the set requirements
regarding, e.g., refresh-rate or information density. If the search re-
sults report results of a formal evaluation, the decision can be based
on solid grounds without having to create own initial prototypes.

Figure 3: Wearable displays from literature classified into our design space. The amount of information shown on a display
increases from left (low or abstract) to right (high or detailed). We refer to the interactive design space tool to explore the
projects in more detail.

regarding, e.g., refresh-rate or information density. If the search re-
sults report results of a formal evaluation, the decision can be based
on solid grounds without having to create own initial prototypes.

6.1.2 Simulation of Wearable Displays. In an industrial context,
more and more production environments get simulated in VR [74].
This enables designers to evaluate and improve things such as
ergonomics, or production flow. Similar to the use-case outlined
above, we envision our dataset to be a useful resource for such

simulations by automatically creating virtual counterparts of wear-
able displays. Attached to a virtual human body, parameters such
as placement, visibility, and reachability can be evaluated in-situ.
With the information currently included in the dataset, the generic
3D models for visualization have to be rendered based on the cate-
gories from the design-space at the expense of correct reproduction
of display size, resolution, and position. Therefore, we suggest the
inclusion of a few key characteristics in future publications on
wearable displays, as described in subsection 6.2.
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6.2 Future Directions
Based on the survey, we outline a few directions for future devel-
opment in the area of wearable displays.

6.2.1 Higher Integration into Textile Materials. The materials we
wear, be they traditional or high-tech, generally aim at being breath-
able and letting moisture escape. Many of the displays however,
especially those with a high information density, are closed sur-
faces. Wearable displays with individual miniaturized LEDs and
interconnected using conductive thread [7] significantly minimize
this problem. With these point light sources, however, it is nec-
essary to use a diffuser layer to evenly light up a larger area [8].
Electroluminescent coatings on fabric base-layers bring the display
even closer to a textile nature [30], but they only support a very
limited number of colors, and their wiring gets increasingly com-
plex with an increasing number of separate light emitting areas,
meaning they are mostly suited for larger unicolor surfaces.

6.2.2 Increase Cultural Diversity. Clothing is highly individual and
diverse, yet the proposed systems largely address a casual western
dressing style. We would like to see more examples of appropriation
to wearable displays to the local clothing styles across the world.
For example, the Breaking of Dawn Jacket [128] builds on the tra-
ditional looks and material of Scandinavian and Arctic countries
and proposes an application specific to the long periods without
sunlight encountered in these countries.

6.2.3 Automatic Content Adaptation. The variation between the
displays we surveyed is already large. As of now, the displays only
show content that was specifically tailored to their characteristics.
If we look at popular wearable eco-systems, however, we see that
multi-purpose devices such as smart phones and watches that run
third-party Apps outnumber those who are not part of such ecosys-
tem. If we now imagine future developers having to adapt their
app to the multitude of wearable displays, the complexity becomes
unmanageable. Based on our classification, a developer can derive
which display categories are essential to cover. Furthermore, we
imagine a software tool that automatically adapts the graphical
representation of an App to the specific display at hand. The infor-
mation for this adaptation, again, comes from our classification and
allows the tool decide which assets to request from the developer.
For example, if a central part of the App is showing a percentage,
the software would ask for a visualization optimized for, e.g., a
high-resolution color display, a small, low resolution display, and
a single RGB-LED. If the developer provides these, the adaptation
layer can then generate the remaining variations.

6.2.4 Detailed Information. To support quick categorization of
wearable displays, future publications should contain some specific
information on the hardware. For the two use-cases outlined above
to produce optimal results, future publications on wearable displays
should include specific information on the dimensions of the display
surface and the enclosure. Furthermore, the pixel resolution, the
refresh rate, and the color depth should be reported. While these
characteristics are essentially how we would characterize a desktop
display, when going into the mobile domain the issue of power
consumption becomes relevant, and based on that whether the
screen content is persistent or ephemeral. Moving further to the

wearable domain, features such as breathability and flexibility are
worth reporting, in order to differentiate between displays that
are basically a sheet of plastic placed on clothing, or wether the
display is a more integral part of it allowing air to pass the display
surface. Even though research prototypes are often different from
the envisioned device they represent, information on the intended
dimensions and characteristics will allow a more precise simulation,
or a faster decision for or against a certain concept.

6.2.5 Applications for aMulti-Device Ecology. If we think of a dense
body area network with a multitude of displays, visual output can or
has to be distributed across a variety of displays. PortalWare [124]
already sketches some possibilities where two wearable displays
complement each other. In conjunction with the automatic content
adaptation outlined above, an application could split the output
onto multiple displays as in [118] and thus, does not require one
single display that covers all the application’s requirements.

7 CONCLUSION
Wearable displays have found several applications in recent times,
and enable new forms of ubiquitous interactions. The space of
wearable displays is large and fragmented—there are several types
of displays, varying in function, capabilities, and intended audience
(cf. Figure 2). It can be a challenge to design content appropriate
for different displays, especially as the space grows rapidly.

In this paper, we surveyed available wearable displays, from
research, industry, and maker communities. We defined a design
space based on body location, type, viewing audience, and temporal
capabilities of the displays, and classified 129 items along these
dimensions. The result of this work find application in a web-based
tool that interactively presents prior and current works. We suggest
four main benefits our work can provide to researchers, designers,
and practitioners.

First, by providing a broad overview, it can serve as an introduction
to the wide-spanning area of wearable displays. Manual literature
search can be cumbersome and intimidating since works in this
area are spread across different domains. Due to this, there is a risk
that the search is limited to a local domain, and knowledge is not
shared across the field.

Second, through filtering and refinement, it can support focused
investigation into sub-spaces. This is particularly useful to inform
design choices for a new technology or interaction technique, and
can avoid replication of effort.

Third, by highlighting gaps and blind spots, it can enable de-
tection of new possibilities for novel wearable displays. Through
transfer of knowledge, researchers and designers could quickly
spot opportunities to contribute towards filling in, or expanding
the design space.

Finally, our platform can be used as a tool for contemplation, and
guide designers when thinking about how content should, or could,
be adapted to different displays. In a likely future setting, users
might possess a plurality of wearable displays, and could chose to
adorn subsets of them, at given times, in different configurations.
Under such circumstances, it would be necessary to customise the
content to suit a user’s given setting. Our work lays the foundation
to explore (semi-)automatic adaptation of content, such that an
appropriate visual representation is chosen based on qualities of
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the devices used, the user, and the context of use. We aim to build
upon this work further by developing techniques to optimise and
distribute contents to different wearable displays automatically.

8 OPEN CODE
The web tool (https://florianheller.github.io/displaydesignspace )
and data repository (https://github.com/florianheller/displaydesignspace )
are fully open-sourced, and available. To support evolution of the
design space, and to keep it up-to-date, we invite contributions
from the community. Complete documentation and instructions,
are available on the GitHub project page.
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